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The challenge for teachers to provide algebraic reasoning skills of students
T ~vis hisficif A ' info ifkan- effective imath instructioni to students wlith disabilities, in light of the NCTM

gi ca o specW edo with disabilities is heightened by the standards and emtpirically validated
tors wgalt t' eosn i tohae most recent reform efforts by the research
Natinna Lonii o:'ftQ l0cNationial Coun:cil of Teachers of Tis article discusses tbe Ncrm

ef Malt en ll's (NCTMI Mathemnatics Stanidards (NCTM, 2000). standards and focuses on two key
Standars (e.L i..p1men The NCTM standards emphasize the issues: (a) effective instructional strate-

thinr, tUe niee&ded, cft .)
Protilexo-oP 'og ,id O need to prepare all students for algebra gies in algebra and (b) examples of

ecsoeLe. Probems are di g uit beginning in kindergarten and progrss- effective instructional strategies for
ing throuigh each grade. As school dis- teaching algebraic reasoning at middle

dis bilities. tricts and states increasingly adopt these and high school levels that are consis-
- Žon,;ukuy sju riu standards (Pantar & Cawley, 1995), tent with the standards.

e!afficW (i: tureahrr teachers must have the idnformnation nec-

Maniy teachers share concernis regarding esayfrscsfuimlenton NCM54d &
teaching mathematics to stIdents witi Though knowledge of the standards is The new Principles and Standards tor
disabilities and have voiced these con- crucial, one study (Mlaccini & Gagnon, schol mathematics (NCTM, 2000) are

cerns at educational conferenices. This is 2000) noted that almost hallf of special based on five basic goals for students:
particu:larly true for the study of alge- educators were unaware of the NGlI'M (a) learning to value mathematics, (b)

need ta nrenare are standards. becoming confident in their ability to do
requiring thateall students pass a ne agfe- icIt is our goal, thegn, to provide specif- maefmativtcs (c) becoming mathemati-

r seqi-ii tht aeEll 3studnt peassrt ann algehechgae sscolds tacm leracrac-in tm

bracoursle-or high schoolassessments cinstructional approaches and exam- eal problem sbolvers, tlearning to

bra course-or highsaryhfor assessflinementsto.: ,i;;0

that includeyalgebra and geometry pies to assist teachers in dex'eloping the communicate mathematically, and (ec

'hat~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Tog knowledce algbf aihd stnarsisoheawnietrysa2dSana(l

skills-tro receive a high school diploma.
u Further, students need higher:level

inmath anid reasoniniiig skills, to be, su-iccess- FIg.20 e n . Ctharctaim sthas f 4 Sto daciet w. teeming DlsuIcEaI} es or

cfel in today's technological society. Emotional Dlsarhasxo Relatd to ::::ema:cs

Though miiath skills are vital to their
pfuture, many students with mild disabil- a Difficulty processing information which, results in problems leaning to read

ities (e.g., learning disabilities, emotione- and Poblem-solve
Difficulty with distinguishing the relevant iformatio instory problems i

: lbhairldiodr) xeinc i- * le ow motivation, self-esteem, or self-efficacy to learn due to repeated aca-
ficulty with uathematics due to a nuit- demic failure

z her of chiaracteristics that impLede their * Problems with hiigher-level mathematics that require reasoniing and prob-

,, academ-to preceivemanceg sMach iprni _ le_ovn sk_ _

fagnion, 2000). These characteristics y Passive learners-reluctant to try new acadeic tasks or to sustain attention

acadtue,micl ptueromncewthml diMaccini & lem-solving poesklrls nomto -ihrslsitpolm erigt e

ihenlude difficulty with processing infor- to task
mation, self-monitoring, and basic matI * Difficulty with self-monitoring and self-regulation during problem-solving

- ll re Ma u nt Difficulty with arithmetic, computational deficits

with ler arningedisabities than ermoedetionl *PSmcroe: From Best practices for teaching mathematicss to secondary students
d inclurbdieepreie diff iccilty with poesn fr ots

t disturbances experience difficulty with with special nees implications froim teacher perceptions and a review of the

, higher-level math, including algebra literatLre by Maccini, P.. & Gagnon, J. C., 2000. Focus on Exceptional Children,
andi problem-solving skills (Maccini, 32(5), 1-22.
M McNaughton, & Ruhl, 1999).
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learming to reason mathematically. The
Principles and Standards involve a
framework of six general principles, five
content standards, and five process
standards for achieving these goals.

Six General Principles

Consistent with the goals are six gener-
al principles of mathematics (NCTM,
2000).
1. The first, equity, is the assertion that

"mathematics is for all students,
regardle of personal characteristics,
backgr s, or physical chalienges"'

- elates to cur-
iiethtmathe-

ma e viewed as an inte-
gr opposed t) isolated
fa i be td or memorized.

3. e third prirc e, which relates to
effective teaching, requires that
teaclers display three attributes: (a) a
deep understanding of math, (b) an
understanding of individual student
development and how children learn
math, and (c) the ability to select
strategies and tasks that promote stil-
dent learning.

4. The foutth principle is the view that
students will gain an understanding
of mathematics through classes that
promote problem-solving, thmiking,
and reasoning.

S. I'he fifth principle provides asis
and support for continual a ent
of stude 
understadigvi
(e.g., porfoiS, ma
ment of concepts emb
world problems). 

6. The final principle en a c
statement highlight the impor- 
tance of technology (eg., computers,
calculators) and the realization that
use of these tools may enhance learn-
ing by providing opportunities for
exploration and concept representa-
tion. Maany educators, however, rec-
ommend that techniology supplement
teacher instruction, paper-and-pencil
calculations, and mrental calculations,
rather than replace them.

Five Content Standards

Five content areas or "strands" are
addressed in the NCTM standards: (a)

nunmber and operations, (b) algebra, (c)
geometry, (d) measurement, and (e)
data analysis and probability. These
content strands extend across four grade
bands (prekindergarten-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-
12) and have different value or weight
within each band.

For example, the study of number
and operations is highly emphasized in
the first three grade bands, especially in
pre-kindergarten-2 and 3-5. Interesting-
ly, the study of algebra or "algebraic rea-
soning" is emphasized in all four grade
bands. According to Van De Walle
(2001), algebraic reasoning involves
helping students to: (a) recognize,
extend, or generalize patterns, and (b)
communicate patterns or relationship
generalizations via algebraic symbol-

.( [equations, variables, and func-

Five Process Standards

The Principles and Strandards also list
five process standards or ways students
should learn and apply mathematics
across the curricular areas and grade
bands. The first process standard, prob-
lem-solving, emnphasizes the use of
problem-solving contexts to help stu-
dents build their mathematical knowl-
edge (learning and "doing" math as stu-
dents solve problems). This is the vehi-
cle for new knowledge. The second
standard, reasoning-and-proof process,
involves logical thinking during prob-
lem-solving and considering if an
answer makes sense. Communication,
the third standard, refers to talking
about, describing, explaining, and writ-

ing about n Iathe tics aear and
organiized mad , -- mat&i-f
connections, re
matical ideas to gm. t.cal
ideas, curricular w orld
situations. Reprd.i o b last
process standard, refers to expirssing
math ideas/concepts through charts,
graphs, symbols, diagrams, and manip-
ulatives.

To assist students with mathematical
tasks and processes, as recommended
by NCTM, the integration of these stan-
dards and documented "best practices"
of how to teach matlh to students with
disabilities is recommended. Specifi-
cally, researchers have determined that
certain components of effective instbsc-
tion positively infiuence the aige-
formance of students with learn n
behavioral disabilities (see Ma t
al., 1]999). For example, Maccini et al.
analyzed the literature focusing on
teaching algebra to secondary students
with learning disabilities and deter-
mined that successful interventions
included variations of seven critical
components: (a) teaching prerequisite
skills, definitions, and strategies; (b)
providing direct instruction in problem
representation and problemi solution;
(c) providing direct instruction in self-
mnonitoring procedures; (d) using organ-

izers; (e) incorporating manipulatives;
(tD teaching conceptual knowledge; and
(g) providing effective instruction.

Teach Prerequisite Sidlls,
Definitions, and Strategi qs

Before introducing a new,,W-cept, use
quizzes or reviewst4l
dents have the necessj qteisite
skills, Students with le# b iities
may lack knowledge'of basic math
terms and operations (Huntington,

AU students need higher.
level math and reasoning
skills to be successful in

todas technological
society.
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1)994 alddition, many students with
ferience memnory

considered passive
li' uch l ! C} Lases, provid.e direct

i oonldational skills, defini-

.':>'t'eaching 'udents a first-letter
mnrermonic strategy enhances recall of
general problem-solving steps with
computational skills (Mercer & Miller,
1992). One such math strategy, DRAW
(Mercer & Miller, 1992, p. 26). cues stu-
dents to solve math problems involving
computational tasks:
Discover the sign.
Real the problem.
Answer or DRAW a conceptulal repre-

sentation of the problem using lines
anid tallies, and check.

Write the answer and check.
Another first-letter mnemnonic strate-

gy, S'T'AR, is effective with older stil-
dents with mild disabilities (Maccini &
Itighes, 2000; Maccini & RuhI, 2000).
I'his strategy cues students to complete
general problem-solving steps and relat-
ed substeps and is based on the behav-
iors of expert prblern-solvers (see Figure
2).

Althouglh this article shows how this
strategy is used withi integer numnbeTs,
use of S'I'AR may also he generalized to
other tasks that require problem-solving
skills. The four maini steps of the strate-
gy includle
Search the word proble:n (i.e., read the

problem carefully, write down
knowius/facts).

Translate the word:into an equation in
picture for &. _.;.e a variable,
identify theoeifgbt "and represent
the problem tla .anipulatives or
picture formr4i: 

Answer the problem.
Review the solution (i.e., reread the

problem, check the reasonableness of
the answer).

Direct Instruction in Problem
Representation and Problem
Soluflon

Many students with learniing disabilities
experience difficulties with representinig
or visualizng a problem situation
(Montague, Bos, & Doucette, 1991) and
finding the solution (Algozzine, O'Shea,
Crews, & Stoddard, 1987). Thus, you

FIgur 2:. 8.'Stratey..

I Search the word problem

(a) Read the problemn carefully
(b) Ask yourself questions: "What facts do I know?" "What do I need to

find?" .
(c) Write down facts

2. Translate the words into an equation in picture form

(a) Choose a variable
(h) Identify the operation (s)
(c) Represent the problem with the Algebra Lab Gear (CONCRETE API'I-

CATION)
Draw a picture of the represenltation (SEMI-CONCRETE APPLICATION)
Wvrite an algebraic equation (ABSTRACT APPLICATION)

3. Answer the problerm

Addition Subtraction MultipliCation! I
I I I Divisiov n

f t
Same signs - Add #s
& keep sign
Different signis -) find
difference of #s and
keep sig n of a farthest
front zero

4. eview the solution

(a) Reread the problem
(b) Ask question, "Does the
(c) Check answer

should teach both problemn representa-
tion (i.e. integrating the informiation
from a wordi problemii into a visual rep-
resentation) and problem solution (i.e.,
applying appropriate procedures to
derive the solution). For example, the
first three steps of the DRAW strategy
and the first two steps of the STAR strat-
egy address problem representation.

To facilitate both problem represen-
tation and problem solution, provide
students with questions or prompts oti a
card or structured worksheet. For exam-
ple, the prompt "Draw? a pictire of the
probleM" cues students to identify and
represent the problem. Similarly, the
questions "Does the antswer miake sense?

answer make sense2 Why?"

Why?" prompt students to check the
answer

Explicit Instruction in Self=
Monitoring Procedures

Many students with learning disabilities
experience difficulty with monitoring
their problem-solving behavior (Monta-
gue et al., 1991). Teach students to ask
themselves questions while problem-

solving. First, model how to use
prompts or questionis from a strulctured
worksheet by "thinking aloud" (i.e.,
reading and answering questions
aloud), as students observe the self-
questioning process (see box, p. 12,
"Instructional Strategy Steps").
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Teaching sludents a first
lete mnemonic st

enhances recall of general
problem-solvlmg steps with

computational skils.

Ie 3 shows an example of a
ed worksheet, based on the first

:R strategy. As shown, the
lists the strategy steps and

space for students to "check
eted tasks.

Organizers

Many students with mild disabilities
experience difficulty remembering or
recalling information over time (Olson &
Platt, 1996). In addition, these students
may have difficulty identifying relevant
information within a problem and
organizing the information.

Using visual organizers, such as
structured worksheets, prompt cards, or
graphic organizers, helps all students
analyze and solve problems. These
organizers help students remember gen-
eral problem-solving steps/substeps
and the information within the problem
(see Figures 4 and 5 for sonie examples
of problems and the steps students use
to solve them).

Manipuklaives

Teachers may also incorporate the use
of objects or other visuals to help stu-
dents with problein representation. For
examnple, students can use items from
their environment (i.e., patterns within
nature) when investigating patterns to
build algebraic reasoning skills. Too,
students can use algebra blocks, such as
the Algebra Lab Gear (Picciotto, 1990),
to help them visualize both numeric
and variable amounts (see Figure 5).

Conceptual Knowledge

A concrete-semiconcrete-abstract (C-S-
A) instructional sequence supports stu-
dents' understanding of underlying
math concepts before learning "rules"
(i.e., visual to abstract representations;
see Figure 5). As Van De Walle (2001)
stated, "If we emphasize only the pro-
cedural rules, there is little reason for
students to attend to the conceptual jus-
tifications. Do niot be content with right
answers; always demand explanations"
(p. 425).

During the iniitial phase of instruc-
tion (i.e., concrete), students represent
the problem w ith objects. Students then
advance to the semiconcrete phase of
instruction and draw or use pictorial
representations of the quantities. The
abstract phase of instruction involves
numeric representations, instead of pic-
torial displays. This instructional
sequence can be successfully embedded
within a problem-solving strategy. For

Figure 3. Structued Worksheet

Write a check (/) after
completing each task or question

Search the word problem
/

(a) Read the problem carefuilly

(b) Ask yourself questions: "What
facts do I know?" "What do I
need to find?"

Cc) Write dawn facts I know I have two temperatures (+ 7)
and...

SoLurces. Maccini & Hughes, 2000; Maccini & Ruhli, 2000.

/

example, the C-S-A sequence is i
ed into the STAR strategy and tfst
cue students to follow the graduated
sequence.

Effective Teaching

Incorporating efficient and effective
teaching components into the teaching
routine promotes student learning and
retentiont (Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986;
see box, "lInstructional Strategy Steps").
Researchers have found the following
steps effective in math instruction of
students with learning disabilities: mod-
eling the task, providing guided and
independent practice, frequent reviews,
and corrective and positive feedback
(Maccini et al., 1999; Maccini &
Hughes, 2000[; Maccini & Ruhl, 2000;
Mercer & Miller, 1992; see Figure 4).
Teaching Algebraic Reasoning. The
idea of teaching algebraic reasoning to
students with miild disabilities as early
as kindergarten, as recommiended by
NCTM, may seem like an unrealistic
goal. But if we consider algebraic rea-
soning as the study (i.e., representing,
generalizing, formalizing) of patterns
within mathematics (Van De Walle,
2001), we cani certainly approach this
type of reasoning at many levels.

For example, simple repeating pat-
terns are commonly taught to children
as early as kindergarten. These patterns
may include verbal patterns (i.e., the
musical notes do, do, mi, rni, do, do),
movements, and visual patterns using
manipulatives. Students in the early ele-
mentary grades regularly engage in pat-
terned gross motor movement activities.
Such lessons can be linked to patterns
as the basis for future exploration in
algebraic reasoning.

R,pres.natcton, -n NCTM
process tandard, refers to

expresdsg math
ideas/cocnepts through
charts, graphs, sy ,mls,

diagrams, and
manipulatives.
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provide students with
questions or prompts on a

Lard or structured
worksheet.

This process of applying a pattern to
a variety of situations will reinforce the

important understanding that a pattern
can be maintained even when the mate-
rials change (Van De Walle, 2001 ).

Transltse the words of a
problem into an equation

In picture form (i.e., choose
a variable, identify lhe

operation, aId represent
the problem hrolugh

manipulatives or pkture

Algebraic reasoning can be a
instruction for children throug
ties that focus on repeate(d
Figures 4 and S provide extend(
ples of (a) repeated patterms (i.l
ing patterns; see Figure 4) ano b) mnte-
ger operations that prepare students for
more for al algebraic symbolismns and
manipuilations (i.e., solving word prob-
lems with integer numbers; see Figure
5).We provide these examples of teach-
ing algebraic reasoning to illustrate the
feasibility of effective instruction in alge-
braic reasoning. I'hough not exhaustive,
these examples demonstrate the integra-
tion of NCTM Process Standards and the
comnponents of effective matn instruc-
tion, (e.g., the components of effective
teaclinlg, general problem-solving strate-
gies, and organizers).

j9 &** Buildin on Prior Knouledge. In pre-
senting problems like these, your initial
step is to assess the prereqtuisite skills
needed by students to complete this
problem. A brief examination of the
problems reveals the need for students
to have experience with muttiplication
and division, the concepts of growing
and recursive patterns, and writing sim-
ple equations. In addition, students
s should have a working knowledge of
the S'7AR strategy and some exposure to
using a graphic organizer to solve word
problems. These concepts can be infor-
mally assessed through discussion and
review or more formally, through a
short quiz.

The ideas presented here may prove
helpful wheii designing and delivering
algebra instruction to your students
with mild disabilities. Students at all
grade levels can learn to reason a7ge-
braically via engagemient in problem-
solving activities that include empirical-
ly-validated practices, such as the C-S-A

focus of continuum, graphic organizers, explicit
it activi- instruction, mranipulatives, and strategy

patterns, instruction. Teachers, then, have the
Ad exam- challenge to integrate these effective

grow- practices and the goals of the NCTM
; {1 A . ~s standards within their classrooms.

A concete-semicomcrete-
abstract (C-S-A)

Instructional sequence
support students
understanding of

underlying math concepts
before learning "wrules."f
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Figure 4. irewlng Puff_n: Sample POblm

Sample Problem: Today, Walter borrowed $2.00 from his dad with the understanding that he would have to pay his dad
"interest" each day. On the second day, Walter owed his dad a total of $4.00, on the third day, a total of $6.00, and on
the fourth day, a total of $8.00. If Walter didn't get his paycheck unitil the 25th day, Iow much would he owe his dad?

Phase of Instruction

1. Concrete Application:
a. Students use paper money to represent the problem. Use th

graphic organizer and count the money owed each day, up
the 25th day.

b. Look for the relationships/patterns:
* between each day andi the number of dollars owed
* across days (i.e., from one day to the next)

11;', STAR Strategy
XPromlpts students to:

Search problem (read carefully, ask questions,
e ~ write down facts); Trtanslate the problem
to using paper money; Answer the problem

using money; and Review the solution (reread
the problem, check reasonableness, and cal-
culations).

] O= One dollar

Frame Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 __ 25

# of Dollars [ D D D D E]

_____ ED 1:EDED]]01010 __

2. Semiconcrete Application: Promiipts students to:
a. Draw pictures of the money owed1 within eacl day of the Search probleni (read carefully, ask questions,

graphic organizer. write d1own facts); Translate (represent) the
b. Count the dollars in each frame and write the total owed per problem via drawings, numbers, and an equa-

frame (circled). tion; Answer the problem usillg drawings and
c. Look for relationships/patterns: numbers; and Review the solution (reread the

* between each day and the number of dollars owed (e.g., problem, check reasonableness, and calcula-
day 1: the number owed is $1 + $1 = $2, or D + D) tions).

* recursive patterns (i.e., from one day to the niext, suclh as
one day's cost plus $2 or C + 2). Write the numbers
under the organizer.

Frame Day I Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 _= 25

tof Dollars D E D D E D E D E D

DD 0 [ EDEDEEDg [ 0
_ __ 0 0 XO

2 2 2 2 2
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i igure 4. rowIng Pattrs: 5Sampie Poblem (cbe9n4i

Phase of Ixistntcto
3. Abstract Application:
a. Write the total owed per frame in the graphic

organizer
b. Look for relationships/patterns and write numlerical

representation:
* between each day and the number of dollars

owed (e.g. day 3: the number owed is $3 + $3
= $6, or D + D)

* across days (i.e., fromii one day to the next, such
as one day's cost plus $2 or C + 2). Write the
numbers untder the organizer

c. Apply the rule for the growing pattern to obtain the
answer. Reread and check the answer for reason-
ableness.

2Ffed) .:.

STAR Strategy
Prompts students to:

Search problem (read carefully, ask questions, write
down facts); Translate the problem into numbers within
the graphic organizer and an equation; Answei the prob-
leoi; and Review the solution (reread the problem, check
reasonableness of the answer, and calculations).

Figure 5. Divislein Sample Prblem with in-tger

Sample Problem: Suppose the temperature changed by an faverage of -20 F per hour. The total temperature change was -
160 F. I-tow many hours cid it take for the temperature to change?

Philse of Instruction STAR Strategy
1. Concrete Application: Prompts studernts to:

Students use blocks to represent the problemii. Search problem (read carefully, ask questions,
General guidelines: (inverse operation of multiplication) write down facts); 'IYanslate the problem using

blocks; Answer the problem using tlhe tiles; and
Re-view the solution (reread the problem, check

Algebra'l'iles: I= unit; = 5 units; reasonableness, and calculations).

.. . - 25 units

. 2)

he Ig 1

0 0
190
190

a. Count the number of sets
of -2 needed to obtain -16.

b. Studeents add 8 sets

Prnrnri-tc ctI,Ipnr' to'

c. Students count the number of sets
needed (8).

2. Semiconcrete Application:
Students draw pictures of the representations

3. Abstract Application:
Students first write numerical representation:
-16 " -2 = x, apply the rule for dividing integers to
obtain x = + 8, and reread and check the answer.

Search problem (read carefully, ask questions, write down facts);
-iYanslate (represent) the problem via drawings and write down
the equation; Answer the problem using drawings and write the
answer; and Review the solution (reread the problem, check rea-
sonableness, calculations).

Prompts students to:
Search problem (read carefuilly, ask questions, write down facts);
Translate the problem into an equation; Answer the problem
(apply the ruie for division integers); and Review the solution
(reread the problem, check reasonableness of the answer and cal-
culations).

Souzwe: Adapted from The algebra lab by Picciotto, H.. 1990, Mountain View, CA: Creative Publications.
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"Do met ho content with
right mnswers; always

demand explonations/f
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to: Clicks mart, 400 Morris Avenue, Long
Branch, NJ 07740; (732) 728-1040 or FAX
(732) 728-7080.
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Sound leading

A 1 5-Hour Program that Acivates the
Brain Processes that Ensure Ruency

.Greatly redUces the time it takes to
break the code and read real books

Phonenmic awareness for accuracy
Phonological recoding to end letter
and sound confusion

.Auditory discrimination and: process-
Ing strategies to pull reading together

.Rapid, automatic tnaming activities for
the belabored, word-by-word reader

*Vowel fiexbEllty practice for readers
who can't remember and apply rules

*Phoneme - grapheme pattern recogni-
tion exercises to solidify spelling

Sound Reading quickly and naturally
teaches the full spectrum of struggling
readers - ages 7 thru adult - to read
and spell. Incorporates the broad range
of speech and language processes
shown by cutting-edge brain research
to be essential for fluent, meaningful
reading. Sound Reading is recognized
for reducing reading disabilities by haif.

Complete program - $28 + $4 s/h.
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WatchMinder
Developed by a psychologist this
reminder and training device is
helping special education children.
Watch is beneficial for behavior
modification, self-monitoring &
independence training. Designed
for children with developmental,
behavioral, learning, health, and
attention problems. 70 pre-
programmed messages (PAY ATTN,
DO HW, STOP, MEDS) 16 daily
alarms, vibration system and fixed
and random schedules for training.
-Includes hip clip. $79.50 ($9 S&H)

WatchMinder
PMB #278
5405 Alton Pkwyy #5A
Irvine, CA 92604
800-961-0023
FAX 94854 1843 S ' SO- ,
wathrminder.comr
US Patent 5,861t797
One Year Warranty
30 Day Return
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